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Preface

This report is one in a series on the work of the 30 pilot projects

which formed the European Community's second Programme on the

Transition from education to adult and working life.

Most of the reports relate to one of the working themes adopted for

the Programme: the development and use of work experience schemes in

secondary education; equal opportunities for girls and yaangwamen;

guidance and youth information; staff development; assessment and cer-

tification; integration of young migrants; education for enterprise;

schools and the disadvantaged; curriculum development; and coopera-

tion and partnership in a local/regional context, Each project worked

in one or more of these areas frn 1983 to 1987.

The programme was based on a Resolution agreed by the Council and

Ministers of Education in July 1982, which called for action to assist

Member States to develop their policies for young people between 14

and 18 years of age. Its 30 pilot projects were widely spread across

Europe, each of them designated by the national authorities, in con-

sultation with the Ctemission, which also net half of the operating

costs. Hundreds of schools, vocational training institutes and other

institutions in these 30 areas of Europe took part.

In 1983, the Commission invited IFAPLAN, a social research institute

with its main base in Cologne, to:

to organise contact and the exchange of ideas and staff between pro-

jects through inter -project visits and workshops;

prepare reports on the work'of the projects, analysed according

to the themes, or policy fields,. of the Programme.

A list of publications can be obtained from the IFAPLAN Information

Office in Brussels (address on the cover of this report) .
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About this report

Any innovative effort to improve young people's transition from school

to working: life must include programmes aiming at develcping the know-

ledge, skills and attitudes which will enable them to make adequate

educational and career choices, and help them to think realistically

about their future adult and working life. Such programmes may be

offerailvvarious kinds of institution - sane of them part of the

education system or the responsibility of education authorities,

others part of employment services or organisations. They nay use

various methods, ranging fran merely providing information, to offer-

ing individual and group counselling, or the inclusion of guidance

activities or courses in the school curriculum.

In this report, all these approaches are discussed under the single

term, ',guidance".

Another European report, recently published by the Commission of the

European Cammunities has focused on the activities, needs and prob-

lems of specialised guidance agencies*, Here, in this report we are

concerned with the guidance process in schools and training institu-

tions.

The report:

reviews new derands on guidance, and new approaches which have

been developed in Member States to meet them;

reviews the responses made by-the:Transition Programme pact pro-

jects and other innovative programmes in Member States;

s puts forward recmendatione based on this experience. Many of

them concern the need for an extension of guidance activities at

school level, and the need for greater co- operation between schools

and external partners in this field.

* See A.G. Watts et al: Educational and Vocational Guidance Services
for the 14-25 Age-group in the European Connounity; Brussels, 1987.
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More specifically, the report covers:

the new demands on guidance, new initiatives in response to these

demands, and consequent change:3 in the concept of guidance (Part I);

the pre-requisites for successful guidance at school-level, i.e.

the necessary climate-forming; the adaptation of curricula and teach-

ing methods; and changes in teachers' roles (Part II);

giving guidance a place in the curriculum; the guidance function

of various innovative programmes; and the use of various forms of ex-

periential learning, such as work experience, for guidance purposes

(Part III);

the importance of co-operation between schools and parents; the

role of cpportanity-providers, and specialised guidance agenci-; and

the important role that young people themselves can play in the pro-

cess of guidance (Part IV);

post - school guidance follow-up for young people who have already

left the school system (Part V);

conclusions and rem:Emendations based on the experience of the

Transition projects and other innovative programmes (Part VI).

The report is therefore addressed to a very wide audience - all those

who are responsible for helping young people in their educational and

career choices in their transition years, in school are the years im-

nediately after, whether as policy-makers, administrators, profession-

al workers, voluntary workers, or as parents; and at the national, as

well as the regional/local level.

The field and themes treated in this report overlap a great deal with

other themes handled by pilot projects in the Transition Programme,

such as work experience, curriculum development, activities aimed at

greater gender equality, and staff development. The reader should con-

sult other reports from the Programme on those themes, which, in turn,

refer extensively to guidance needs and responses. For illustrations

of individual pilot projects' approaches, reference should also be

made to the series of four-page profiles, entitled "Innovations ", the

titles of which are included in Annex 3.



I. Context

1. Nal demands

Transition from sdhool to working life is not a single step but a pro-

cess. The process starts with the first educational choice made in

same countries, at the end of primary ednoation, i.e. at age 10, 11 or

12 - and does not end until entry into adult society, with, or with-

out, a stable job. During the process, the individual has to make a

nuMber of decisions which determine, to a great extent, his/her future

career, which are often not reversible. When and had often theft

decisions have to be made depends very nudh on the structure of the

system of education and training.

This is not the place to describe these differences in detail.* TWo

general points, however, stand out:

First, for young people, and their parents, the process of making

sound educational and career choices has undoubtedly became more dif-

ficult. Even with recent improvements in careers information, in

schools and elsewhere, it is very difficult tar :young people and their

parents to be able to interpret the impact of current industrial and

technological change in terms of careers choice and choice of

vocational training.

Second, despite everything that has been done to make better-informed

decisions possible, the overall pattern of carvers choice continues to

reflect traditional attitudes. Most young people and their parents are

still mainly interested in a quite limited number of occupations, some

of which may well disappear in the near future. The =sequences for

young warren, whose choices focus an the lowest.paid sectors, are

severe.

* Same additional material on eachISmdmrState, is in Annex 1.
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Traditional choices Box 1

In the Federal Republic of Germany, a young person can theoretical-
ly choose between over 400 "recognised" vocations, and on comple-
ting his/her training, is confronted with a choice between some
20,000 types of occupation in the various sectors of the economy.

In spite of this a third of the boys choose one of three indus-
trial trades (car mechanic, electrician, fitter). And half the
female school-leavers want to work in the retail trade, the health
services, or an office.

Not surprisingly, many of those who have chosen the most popular
careers finish Tap in jobs in other fields after the end of their
vocational training.

The guidance process also has to respond to important changes in the

way young people undergo the transition to adult and working life:

In all Member States the process of transition has become much

longer, i.e. young people voluntarily or involuntarily-tend to stay

longer i a formal education and training. This tendency has been re-

inforced by factors such as the introduction of special schemes to

combat youth unemployment, the prolongation of conpulsory schooling,

and making financial support for young people who are unemployed

conditional on their taking part In a training scheme.

Staying longer in formal education means young people are entering

the adnit and working world later. This means that schools and the

guidance process have to make good their lack of familiarity with the

adult world, its rules and conventions, and its expectations of young

people entering it.

Experience from several Member States (e.g. Germany and France),

shows that staying longer in education or training dos not of itself

increase young people's employability or j,11 chances. This is parti-

cularly true for the many special training schemes designed to combat

youth unemployment. Even after repeated participation in them, young

people are often ill-prepared for employment which may mean a loss of

motivation for further training.

8



In all countries paths through the transition stage have multipli-

ed and diversified. Young people are faced with more choice but also

greater uncertainty whether a particular choice is the best for them.

Options formerly only picked by the less well-qualified have became

attractive for the better qualified too, often not so much for their

content as their potential job value or because they include financial

support.

Large numbers of yam); people are affected by the increasb in inequa-

lity of wealth and opportunity, resulting from political and economic

changes. Such disadvantage can be the result of a natter of race or

ethnic group; social background; geographical location; or of the

wrong choice of sector for vocational training:

job opportunities for the least qualified have became much worse

in recent years.

in nearly all/iember States there are marked regional disparities

affecting the transition stage, suds as in the chance of finding a job

or an appropriate training place, in the quality of schools and train-

ing, and the availability of public transport. The North-South dis-

parities to be found in Britain and Germany, where traditional heavy

industries in the north are an the decline and the south attracts most

of the new industries, are a good example;

sectoral disparities play an important role for the structure of

young people's transition processes. Experience from several European

countries shows that many young people, especially nigrants and wanen

(but not only them) , tend to find their first job in the poorer, less

welltpaid, and more precarious, sectors of the labccu7market, thus be-

ing subject to a relatively high occupational instability in the first

stage of their career. This Leans they frequently have to rely on the

financial support of their families. In countries where vocational

training is predominantly dale on-the-job (as in the Federal Republic

of Germany) more and more initial training is provided by the weaker

labour market sector, i.e. in small firms or the craft sector. The

plentifUl supply of training in this area in the Federal Republic and

9



other factors, have led there to the phenomenon of a second "transi-

tion threshold", whereby wing people who have finished their training

look for a nervirjob in a quite different sector, because their training

sector cannot absorb them all.

These developments impinge on a number of aspects of the guidance pro-

cess:

its duration and the need for it to be more continuous;

the extent to wbich, as part of the whole process of schooling, it

needs to provide personal development, socialisation and experience of

the adult world to compensate for the longer time spent in education

and training;

its potential value in support of the curriculum, in helping to

identify, and contribute to the solution of, young people's needs in

the process of transition;

itP responsiveness to local/regional/sectoral differences and

especially the needs of young people disadvantaged by them.

In initiatives launched in recent years, governments have tried to

take account of same of these new demands on guidance. Initiatives

have tended to:

increase the guidance responsibilities of schools and specialised

agencies;

emphasise the need to develop a place in the curriculum for the

guidance process at school-level;

advocate the more widespread use of work experience and other forms

of active learning as part of guidance activities at school-level;

underline the importance of the teacher's role, for effective

school-based guidance, and the need to provide initial and further

training to help teachers more in this direction;
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develop formal and informal co-operation between schools, guidance

agencies, industry and the community, especially at the local level to

respond to local needs.

2 . A changing concept

develop follow-up guidance provision to help school-leavers, espe-

cially those who leave at the end of compulsory education;

There are various ways in which schools handle these new guidance res-

ponsibilities and these will be examined more closely later in this

report. Amain trend, however, is the inclusion of guidance programmes

in the formal school curriculum.

Guidance programmes at school level usually have ane or more of the

objectives described in Bost 2.

Ob ectives Box 2

Guidance should help individuals:

e to understand the agrortunities gen to them: i.e. to get in-
formation about specific careers, the training required, and the
world of work in general; and also to learn about the role of the
various occupations in society, and the consequent importance of
vocational choice;

to get to know themselves: i.e. to be able to develop a rea-
listic self-concept including:
- identifying their awn needs, aspirations and attitudes, and

understand their importance for vocational choice;
- discovering their own skills and their significance for

vocational choice;

to learn to make decisions related to vocational choice: i.e.
systematically to consider different alternatives, based on know-
ledge about their implications, so as to make appropriate, realis-
tic and consistent choices;

to core with transition: i.e. to learn to take responsibility
for vocational decisions once made and to become a responsible
actor in the world of work; and to acquire skills for coping with
an unfavourable situation in the labour market.



The pilot projects in the Transition Programme reflected a trelad to-

wards developing comprehensive guidance programs which include all

these objectives. This has a number of important implications for the

way that guidance schemes should be planned and implemented - see

Bax 3.

New directions Box 3

Guidance has shifted away from mere information and counselling
by guidance specialists, towards teaching/learning the knowledge,
skills and attitudes a young person needs to make ec2ucational and
careers decisions and to develop his/her own perspectives for adult
anawaeking life. This implies that guidance becomes part of the
educational curriculum.

Achieving these aims is a longer- lasting process, so that gui-
dance has to start early in an individual's life, at least at the
point where the first educational choice has to be made.

Involving young people actively in their own educational and
careers decisions means giving them opportunities to find out about
their own personal qualities, so a guidance programme should in-
clude forms of active learning, such as work experience.

Learning/teaching the qualities necessary for effective tran-
sition from school to the working and adult world cannot be done
in isolation from the actual socio-ecoryanic environment in which
yang people live. It has to be related in some way or other to
the structures and opportunities of their area. So guidance has
to be locally/regionally responsive. This kaplies strong links
between school as guidance provider and the environment.

The Transition pilot projects and other innovative programmes have

used various strategies to integrate guidance elements into the curri-

culum. Some have introduced it as a separate subject or built it into

several existing subjects; others tend to think of integrating it into

the total curriculm, i.e. into every subject.

12



Each of these strategies has advantages and disadvantages. There

shmld, however, be a clear location for guidance in the curriculum -

whether it is single subject or cross-curricular. Otherwise the inte-

gration of guidance may became only a formal declaration without real

practical consequences for the curriculum.*

'Projet_professionnel et personnel.' Box 4

Historically, some guidance at school-level has cnly been aimed
at trying to ensure pupils were directed to a suitable next stage
of education or training. This has been the dominant concept in
France, and still is in CzIrmany.

The French pilot project (F 11)** in 58 'Centres d'Information et
d'Orientation' helped to establish the broader concept of a ,pro-
jet professionnel et personnel', i.e. thinking about one's future
in general, not just vocational, terms.

On this see also "School-industry Links"; IFAPLAN, Brussels,
July 1987.

** For contact addresses of pilot projects mentioned in the text
see Annex 2.
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II. Guidance at the school level

The experience of the pilot projects demonstrates the need for certain

preparatory steps, which are necessary to create the climate and prac-

tical support needed for the effective implementation of guidanoe plo-

grammes at school-level.

These initial steps include:

the establishment of links between school and industry or, more

trcedly, the local camuunity;

defining the ccaplementary roles of schools and other guidance

agencies;

planning the adaptation of the school's curriculum in order to

create space in the timetable for the introduction of guidance ele-

ments and forms of active learning ouch as work experience;

thinking about the implications for teachers' roles and their need

for training.

1. Creating the context: school-industry links

The Italian pilot projects were designed arm two objectives:

strengtImnixq the relationship between schooling and local economic

development, and PairAtion towards entrepreneurship. These provided

a natural context for developing guidance aims and activities.

14



Creating the climate - Italy Box 5

In Italy guidance is seen as an important task for the school, but
mainly in terms of helping pupils make an appropriate choice of
course for the next stage of educatiorVtraining at the end of com-
pulsory education.

The schools have not been given concrete guidelines on how to
reach this goal, and as a result, guidance provision tends - with
same exceptions - to be rather unsystematic, and variable.

Against this badkground, the Italian pilot projects sought to in-
troduce guidance using a cross-airricular approach. A basic prin-
ciple was the adaptation of the curriculum to include learning
about aspects of current and future economic and cultural develop-
ment, and that guidance should be related to it.

The activities which the Italian pilot projects used in their
introdtctoxy phase included:

seminars for teachers by representatives from the private and
public sectors, research workers, and teachers from other types
of schools;

tours by teadhers to work- places relevant to the themes Chosen
for curriculum development in the schools;

inclusion of representatives from industry on project advisory
bodies, and co-operation between firms and schools;

meetings with parents both as interested participants and as
resource-perscns in regard to local opportunities for further
training or Jobe.

These sbelpsigy the Italian pilot projects helped not only the
integration of guidance into the school curriculum but also the
creation of school co- operatives, and the use of work experience
and other forms of practical learning.

See also Innovations 4: School cooperatives, Italy
15: School-work agency; Modena
25: School & 'territorio', Reggio Calabria

The approach of the Greek LINK pilot project (GR 15) to find more ef-

fective guidance was to develop ways of opening up the schools to

their local =immunity and of sensitising the community to help the

schools with their task of preparing young people to enter the (local)

adult and working world. This was part of the curriculum development

required for a new type of integrated umer-secondary school.



Guidance and school-community links: Greece Box 6

18 pilot "IntegratedWathe, (unified upper-secondary schools, in-
tegrating general education and technical courses) were set up in
Greece in 1984/85, as a key part of the Ministry of Education's
plan to reform upper - secondary education for all pupils. Three
of the 18 schools were designated to take part in the second
Transition Programme.

Included in the basic aims for the new type of school was that it
should develop close links with its local community, not only to
provide realistic opportunities for young people to learn, outside
the school, in real-life situations, but also to emnhasise the
importance of the school's contribution to the social and economic
life of the community in which it is placed.

Guidance was specially emphasised in this project. The aims were:

to idtrcxhx:eyoung people, in a realistic way, to the social
and economic needs and opportunities of the local community;

to provide opportunities to see the world of work, by informal
contact, in various ways;

indirectly-to suggest to young people that job openings there
night be for them in the local community.

2. Co-cperation with other guidance agencies

Inmost countries, school-level guidance provision needs to be co-or-

dinated with the provision made by other specialist bodies, usually

sponsored or run by the central/local employment services. In the

Transition Prograne, this aspect can be seen particularly clearly in

Germany where the vocational guidance agency of the manpcwer services

and the education authorities are both responsible for aspects of gui-

dance at school level. Similarly, in Prancer a key role is played,

outside the schools, by the "Information and Guidance Centres"

('Centres d'information et&Orientation, - or CICe) though they are

also under the auspices of the Ministry of Education.

Because this co-operation was a major area of development in some of

the pilot projects, it is dealt with in a separate chapter of this

report, an "The co-operative dimension" (Part IV).
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3. Adapting curricula and assessment procedures

An important part of this preparatory phase is considering what adap-

tation is needed of the content and methods of the existing curriculum

so as to support and reinforce the guidance process in the school.

This could be seen in a wide range of activities in the Transition

pilot projects, in particular:

the introduction of forms of experiential/active learning such as

work experience, business projects and enterprise education, simnla-

tions, and role-plays, etc. *

moves towards a more pupil-centred approach to teaching and learn-

ing, which can help to prepare the ground for a more individualised

approach to guidance work;

strengthening co-operation between irylividnal subject teachers

which would be helpful for a more cross- curricular or multi-subject

co-operative approach to careers education:

reviewing assessment procedures used by teachers, so as to put

more emphasis on the acquisition of general personal skills, (or

"social and life skills"), and the exploitation of a variety of ex-

perience, especially out-of-school, for this purpose.

British and Irish projects have shadn the usefulness of "profiles" or

"records of achievement" both as an asswsment and a guidance instru-

ment.

* See also "The world of work as a learning resource"; IFAPLAN,
Brussels, December 1986: and Innovations 39, "Schools, industry and
curriculum".
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A profile to describe pupils' achievermnts Box 7

The course plan of the "Social and Vocational Skills" 2-year cour-
se developed by the Castlemilk pilot project (UK 28) was based on
three themes: home; work; and community. Pupils had to take part
in five types of experiential learning including work experience,
a leisure activity, and a co-operative activity.

The pupil's results or achievements on the course were expressed,
on a profile, in terms of her/his ability to perform a range of
28 "learning outcares", such as to:

follow instructions: spoken, written, in drawings and diagrams
give clear spoken information
use a telephone to: give a message; take a message; make an

inquirY
interpret and complete a form
carry out domestic electrical tasks
carry out value-for-money comparisons
apply for a job by letter or application form and telephone or
visit
prepare for and have an interview.

See also Innovations 21: Social and Vocational Skills Course -
Stidthclyde.

4. New teacher roles

If most teachers usually feel wellenough trained in their subject-

field, this is much less true when it comes to fields such as coun-

selling, team-teaching or joint curriculum planning, discussions with

parents, or developing contacts with "opportunity- providers ", like

firms and community groups in the world outside the school.

Extending the school's role in the field of guidance, which implies

teacners undertaking more tasks of this kind, means help must be

provided in the form of training. Such new teacher roles, integratir

guidance tasks, have already neen developed in a num-sr of European

countries. These new responsibilities lie in the various areas of

educational counselling, vocational counselling, counselling ancut

training opportunities after campulsory education, and more general

pastoral care functions.

18



A good example of how training can be built into development work is

illustrated in Bax 8.

Contact Teachers Box 8

The MannhebA4Neinhedmpdlot project (D 5) set up working-groups
made up of teachers from 'Hauptschulen' (lower secondary schools)

and 'Berufsschulen' (vocational schools). One of the aims was to
make 'Hauptschule' teachers better informed about the types of
training available in the vocational schools and encourage those
pupils otherwise unlikely to go on into vocational training, to
do so.

The groups considered

the courses available
the use of films for teaching

cut-of-school activities suitable for these young people
young migrants' special needs (cultural, legal etc.)
girls' access to technical training.

Meetings with experts from industry, and visits to firms and local
bodies, were also arranged, as well as group discussions and joint
curriculum development work.

A project in the first Transition Programme (1978-82) aimed at
setting up 'contact groups' of this kind, on a permanent basis, in
all areas of Baden-Wrttemberg.

Careers education teachers, or guidance specialists, are not new, of

course, and training for such a role has been available in many coun-

tries for same years. But the closer integration of guidance into the

rest of the school curriculum, and the other developments discussed

in Parts III & IV of this paper, call for further kinds of training

opportunities and provision, not only for specialists but also for

class-teachers and subject-teachers.

Various other approaches to meeting teachers' training needs can be

seen in the second Transition Programme pilot projects. The Kassel

project (D 7), for instance, aimea at developing the fcllowing capabi-

lities on the part of subject-teachers:

subject competence: how to relate subject-teaching to careers

education;
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personal skills: the development of inter-personal skills, for

one-to-one counselling and conducting effective discussions;

practical know-how: how to build up a range of contacts in the

local school system and outside.

How these general aims were translated into a staff development course

is shown in Box 9.

Guidance course for subject-teachers Box 9

The in-service training course developed by the Kassel pilot pro-
ject (D 7) is available for teachers from lomex-secondary schools,
and upper - secondary vocational schools. It lasts 2 years, with a
one-day meeting every two weeks.

The course is structured as follows:

1. Introduction: the need for co-operation between lower-secondary
schools ('Hauptschulen') and the schools to which their young peo-
ple will go afterwards. Visits to the schools; talks by experts;
discussions.

2. "Psycho-social" stage; aimed at developing personal and social
skills, and the attitudes needed for client-centred counselling.
Pole-games, simulations and exercises; some development psychology.

3. The legal di'''lion; the:value of different certificates, and
the conditions 0. Aatry to different types of vocational course.
Case-study apprc I.

4. School and industry. Opportunity to find out about firms, servi-
ces, training centres, etc. relevant for low-achieving pupils, and
the handicapped.

5. Other guidance services. Data on the educational guidance ser-
vice, social services, etc.

See also Innovations 6; Guidance, training and co-ordination.

HUdh of the knowledge, skills and attitudes teachers need for their

new guidance responsibilities cannot be taught/ampired through lec-

tures and seminars, nor even work-groups or other less conventional

methods of staff devolopment. Teachers actually need "practical"

experience themselves of the world of industry, and local/regional
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services and institutions. A number of projects have built in such

practical sequences in their programmes. TWo examples are illustrated

in the boxes below, one from Greece and the other from the Netherlands.

Field ience for 'dance teachers Box 10

"Fifth-month training" is an approach, used in Greece, to putting
specialist guidance teachers from secondary schools in touch with
industry and the community in their region. It forms the last part
of a national 5 -month training course provided for 450 selected
guidance teachers in all areas of the country since 1983. The
course was developed as part of a pilot project (GR 13) in the
Transition Programme.

The 5-month courses are a key part of the government's plan to im-
prove guidance provision in lower and upper secondary schools. The
general aim of the course is to prepare the teachers for careers
education and its implementation in the school. While the first
fair months are devoted to theoretical and practical training in
e. central institution in Athens, the fifth month is spent in the
teacher's local area to make him/her acquainted with the employ-
ment, economic and cultural resources and needs of the region and
to build up used contacts with resources persons , firms, etc.
likely to be useful for careers education in the schools.

See also Innovations 7: Field experience for guidance teachers,
Greece.

Work experience for teachers Box 11

To improve guidance and the use of work experience in schools, the
Dutch Zeeland pilot project (NL 24) organised three-day work ex-
ploration periods in industry for teachers from vocational schools.

Similar schemes are to be found in other Member States: in the
United Kingdom, for instance, several work experience schemes
exist, lasting from a few days up to several weeks. In Baden-
TAirtted'esg, a country-wide work experience scheme for 'Haupt-
schule' teachers has been launched. The scheme lasts two weeks
and consists of actual work experience at one or more work - places
and short information seminars with employers, representatives,
trade unionists, etc.

See also Innovations 22: Work experience for teachers - Zeeland.
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III. Relating guidance to the curriculum

1. From information and counselling to careers education

As we turn from these preparatory steps to the actual process of de-

veloping and offering guidance in the school, it is helpful to keep

in mind the following model of development stages, which has been

worked out from a study of a number of English schools.*

1

STAGE ISM-STAGE
I

Aram=

Information

I

I

iCardapard box
Unsystematic compilation/distri-
tution of material provided by
firms, manpower services etc.

Library More systematic library-type
approach

Counselling

Advice Relating personal information to
opportunity information, still very
much directed by the counsellor.

Counselling

-
I Non-directive, client-centred
approach. Help the student to make
own decisions in relation to his/
her own needs.

Curriculum

Occupational
Education

Part of the curriculum but still
very much knowledge- centred.

Careers Educe-
tion

Part of the curriculum trying to
cover all 4 objectives of guidance.

Integration---------------

School guidance

COmmunity "

Engage, the support of all subject
teachers for cross-curricular in-
tegration of guidance.

-----------------------
Involve external guidance sources.

* see A.O. Watts, Towards an integrated approach, in Bulletin of the
European Centre for the development of Vocational Training, No.6,
September 1981.
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The schools, in the many pilot projects concerned with improving guid-

ance practices, were at all points along this continuum. But it stood

out clearly that there is an important qualitative shift between the

stage of mere information and advisory discussions with pupils, and

the "curricular" stage. At that point, guidance can no longer be a

peripheral activity.

At the beginning of this "curricular" stage, schools often remain wed-

ded to their familiar function of providing information. They offer

something that might be called "occupational education", but it is

still characterised by formal lectures by teachers and external ex-

perts, and fails to provide pupils with the opportunity to test their

own abilities for themselves and thereby get to kracw themselves

better.

"Careers education", using work experience and other forms of active

learning provides much better opportunities to attain all the objec-

tives or target dimensions as defined at the beginning of this report.

Many Transition pilot projects provided excellent examples. The illus-

trations below begin with a German example, with support from outside

the school system built in, at different levels, and used all over the

country, with a majority of pupils.
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ted careers education. Box 13

Since the 1960s Virbeitslehre, (Introduction to the world of work)
has bei,,z1 a compulsory subject in ,Bauptschulen, (lower-secondary
schools) and is increasingly used in other types of schools also.
In same 'Lander', it is treated as a separate subject, under vary-
ing titles, (e.g. Work-Bcoixey-Technology in Baden-Warttectere0,
and in others a cross-curriculum or nulti-subject approach is used.
There are however same common general aims, i.e. 'Arbeitslehre,
shculd contribute to:

careers orientation ('Berufsorientierungi), i.e. help the
student make /hex' vocational. choice:

giving the student same basic insights into the main aspects
of working life especially the relationship between tehnical,
economic and socio- political decisions;

giving the student basic knowledge, insights and skills in the
area of technology, the economy and the social services.

Careers education in the narrower sense is therefore only one ele-
ment of 'Arbeitslehre,. In most 'Lander' it is combined with Eco-
nomics, General Technology and Handicrafts/D:vestic Sodences.
'Arbeitslehre, is still mainly a subject thcught suitable for the
less-able pupils to be found in ,Bauptschule'. But there is pres-
sure to include it also in the curricula of 'Realschulei and
iGynnasium,.

Nbirbeitslehre' is usually taught from the seventh year (age 13)
to the ninth/tenth year (1B/16).

Despite differenoes between 'Lander' the careers education pert
of it usuallystarts with a broad introduction to the different
trades and occupations, then examines narroom7Nteaticnal fields,
and, in its final phase, gives the student an opportunity to ex-
plore trades or occupations, which are of specific interest for
him/her.

The more general "introduction to the working and adult world"
aspect starts fram the immediate experience of the student (in
the home, and as a consumer) and goes on to an introduction to
ncre complex structures (orgaminetion of mass production, busi-
ness administration etc.).

'Arbeitslehree uses a variety of educational methods, besides tra-
ditional classroom teaching: short work explorations, longer work
experience schemes, case studies, role-plays, sinulations etc.

See also Irmovations 38: 'Arbeitslebze'.
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A, number of Transition pilot projects have pioneered the development

of materials and practices necessary to implement sound careers edu-

cation.

lexible 'dance units Box 14

With the help of a group of guidance centres, a series of inten-
sive guidance units was developed by the '58 CIOs' pilot project
in France (F 11).

The units can be used in different ways by schools or other insti-
tutions. They are also designed to help teachers cope with young
people's educational, social and vocational problems and can be
used joint4byguidance counsellors and teachers. There are four
parts: an introductory unit and three further modules covering
self-awareness, knowledge of the world of work and the development
of a personal profile.

See also Innovations 9; Group-work guidance material, France.

to 'dance course Box 15

Careers education in the Netherlands is not offered as a separate
subject in secondary education (which is, broadly, arranged in
four "streams" starting at age 12 and finishing at 16, 17 or 18).
However, in alrret all schools one or more teachers, usually of
social studies, are appointed as part-time guidance counsellors.
Given the number of students they are responsible for, and the
limited tines, available, they have to restrict themselves to whole-
class discussion, rather than individual counselling or group-work.

The guidance course developed by the Rijndelta pilot project
OM 25) aimed to help subject-teachers by providing a course which
was aimed to:

give students a better understanding of the different types of
"wcmie (employment/self-employment; large/small firms; etc.); the
work environment, working conditions, working relations, etc.; and

develop their self-confidence, learning skills, ability to work
together.

The course has three phases:

a preparatory phase, (requiring 3 hours each week for about 8
weeks) ;

one week of work experience, full-time; and
a follow-up phase, usually 2-3 consecutive days; sometimes 3

hours a week over 3 weeks.

See also Innovations 26: Guidance course, Netherlands.
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2. The guidance function of "Education for enterprise" and "Social
and life skills courses"

Several pilot projects also contributed to the development of uralioa-

tion for Enterprise's and similar courses some entitled "Social and

Life Skills ", which included a guidance function.

"Education for enterprise" aims at the de.alopment of skills such as

initiative and creativity and sonetimes also specific skills to enable

young people to set up their awn business. The most prominent method
used in this context are business projects like the "mini-cxepanies"

to be found in Ireland and the U.K. Education for enterprise has in-

troduced a quite new dimension of guidance because 't its concern with

the general attibades of young people towards liminess and. becausa it
opens up tha que.don of careers education aimed at self-en? oymmt. A

number: of 'Transition projects have developed interesting Education for

enterprise schemes, e.g. Shannon (IRL 18), Galway (IRL 17) , Powys

(UK 29), Ave3.1ino (I 21b) .*

"Social and life skills" courses have a broad range of objectives, as
their name implies. Among them is that of providing young people with

the skills needed to find a job, or even to cope with unemployment.
Their introduction is important in the context of careers education

because they recognise that, in a time of persistEnt urerkoloyment,
young people should be prepared not ally for explconent but also pha-
s of unemploprent. Such causes have been developed in a number of

pilot projects, sure specifically aimed at low-attainess or socially

disadvantaged youngsters. Examples may be found in the projects in

Glasgow (UK 28), Northamptonshire (UK 30), and Manchester (UK 27).

* See also ',Education for Enterprise; an interim report": IFAPLAN,
Brussels, January 1986.
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3. Rork experience in support of guidance

The purpose of practical work experience is to supplement careers edu-

cation, by offering pupils a chance to form their own impressions of

the work-place and to test their abilities there. During the last few

years, work experience schemes have became almost universal in parts

in EUrope. Unfortunately, their main aim - the preparation of voca-

tional choice or a general introduction to the working world - is

often poorly achieved because:

plazements are not adequately prepared and followed-up;

the placements are not really suitable for these purposes;

in

ted to

many canes, work experience is not systematically enough rela-

the rest of the school's curriculum.

The systematic integration of work experience into the school curricu-

lum was a strong feature of several pilot projects, i.e. integrating,

in a pedagogically meaningful way, such elements as traditional in-

struction, projects, role-playing and other school-based activities

together with a phased, programme of experience in work-places. The

following example from a pilot project (3K 3) in Denmark, where gui-

dance has been a canpulsary part of the curriculum since 1975, demon-

strates haw one such scheme operated. (See also Innovations 5: Work

experience and guidance, Denmark).



work ience as of a dance course Box 15

8th year (age 14) "Local work experience"

Placements: found near the school and allotted by it.

Duration: 3 days, plus discussion before and after.

Objective: The pupil should:

- experience a place of work;
- take part in individual, simple tasks;
- learn and obey simple work rules;
- see a local place of work;

- prepare hinVhereelf for a later period of
work experience.

9th year (age 15) "Limited choice work experience"

Placements: allocated through collaboration between pupils,
class-teachers and guidance counsellors.

Administration: by the school and the EMployment Service

Duration: 2 weeks

Objective: The pupil should:

- acquire experience of conditions at a place
of work;

- be placed in a generally available occupation
(not occupations requiring long, theoretical
training);

accunulate and disseminate information to
his/her class about the actual conditions at
a place of work;

- understand the training and employment possi-
bilities of an occupation;
- create as wide a basis of experience as pos-
sible jointly with his/her classmates.

10th year (age 16) "Work experience of one's own choice"

Placements: chosen by students

Duration: 2 weeks

Objective. The pupil should:
- try out a desired occupation;

- amass information about a desired occupation;
- reach a decision about a desired occupation.
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The Ludwigshafen phased approach to integrating work experience into guidance.
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Combining various out -of- school learning situations

A further reason why traditional work experience placements often do

not prove very effective for guidance purposes is because one place-

ment gives a student a chance to see only a very limited aspect of a

vocational field, and that often chosen by a rough and ready alloca-

tion process. This is why sane systems prefer to work with forms of

"controlled" work experience, or better still, a combination of both

real-life and controlled work experiences.

(I Schools in Denmark often use a phased approach combining school-

based activities; more-controlled work experience in a so-called work-
shop school or the use of a vocational school's training work-shop;

and real work experience in fins. A similar procedure was used in the
Ludwigshafen project. Controlled work experience was also a feature

of the Work Exploration Centre set up in the Dublin pilot project

(IRL 16), deliberately designed to net this difficulty by offering

work simulations, along with opportunities for vocational preparation,

personal and social development, and community service projects. The

Centre was mainly used by schools as a support for "alternative" cour-

ses, but was also available to oonnunity-based, non-school, groups.

(See Innovations 36: The work exploration centre1 Dublin) .

e Business projects such as "mini - companies" and enterprise simula-

tions were a feature of many United Kingdom, Irish aril Italian pilot

projects. These constitute a most valuable guidance resource. Their

major advantage is that they are flexible and can be designed to res-

pond to specific guidance needs as they arise. (See Innovations 1:

ise development, Galway. And 10: Enterprise education in a

special school, Northern Ireland).

Work experience as part of guidance in vocational schools

In vocational schools, by contrast with general education, work ex-

perience has a narr.ower function, related to the specific trade in

which the young person is being trained, e.g. to give a young person

the possibility to try out various work environments and his/her

capabilities and interests in various areas.
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In education systems where the vocational options after compulsory

school Pe regarded as "dead end" choices which do not provide good

opportunities on the labour market, work experience may also be used

as a means of motivating young people to stay until the end of the

course. A French pilot project was particularly concerned with this

aspect.

Motivating vocational students thrcujh work experience Box 16

In recent years there has been a high drop-cut rate among students
preparing their CAP (qualified workers certificate) at the French
'ryceie professionnel'. The main aim of the F 9 project was to de-
velop and to test the socio- psychological effects of work exper-
ience.

The project stimulated schools to develop work experience program-
mes and then carried cut a survey among teachers, industrial tutors
and students, of the effects. On the whole, work experience was
shown to have a positive, motivating effect on students.
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IV. The co-operative dimension

The experience front the pilot projects shows how much guidance, de-

pends on good co-operation, or links, between schools and institutions

outside the education system. There are three reasons for this need:

The school is not the only provider of guidance. Often more impor-

tant are parents, who are the most pcwerfUl informal guidance source.

Other specialised guidance agencies are important too. Any attempt to

make school-based guidance effective depends upon collaboration

between all three of them.

Effective guidance depends on learning situations in which the

students can test their own abilities and experiment for themselves.

This calls for sympathetic help fraancwaturity-providers".

The effectiveness of a guidance some depends on the active

participation of the young person, since his/her ability to make

sound decisions is the ultimate aim.

1. Do- operation with parents

Aware of the important role that parents play as primary informal

guidance source, some pilot projects explicitly included measures to

promote co-operation with parents in their guidance programmes. The

approaches used included:

development of new kinds of parents' evenings, such as bringing in

the vocational guidance counsellors to discuss guidance questions,

e.g. Galway (IRL 17); and Ludwigshafen, in the first Transition

Programme;
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the involvement of parents in the classroom, e.g. as outside ex-

perts contributing on specific occupational fields or on working life

in general, e.g. Manchester (UK 27);

the creation of parent teacher working parties on particular prob-

lems faced by your people in transition in the area, e.g. Saint

ciislain, Belgium (B 1) ;

the involvement of parents in the implementation of projects,

mini-enterprises and similar measures to pranote guidance for young-

sters, e.g. Powys (UK 29);

more general strategies to gain parents' participation in school

life, e.g. Northamptonshire (UK 30). The Northampton project is a good

example of a strategy oriented towards gaining the interest and sup-

port of the parents of disadvantaged children, with whom it is often

difficult to establish any contact at all. (See also Innovations 17:

Involving parents, United Kingda1).
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The role of the 'dance rocess Box 18

The Ludwigshafen's three -year guidance scheme aimed at much closer
co-operation wth parents, through a series of parents evenings:

at the end of the sixth year (age 12); on the subject of
'Arbeitslehre' (Introduction to the world of work), which started
in the seventh year, and in particular on the careers education
part of it.

in the seventh year; on the importance of parents' role in the
vocational choice process, to stress the need for co-operation with
the school in their children's process of vocational choice;

in the eighth year; on informal guidance sources and specialised
services and their role in the vocational choice process;

later, in the same year; on the role of work experience;

in the ninth year; on the various training programmes offered
by vocational schools;

also that year; on jobs and training places available in the
region; and on how to apply for a job, preparation for an inter-
view, etc.

2. Inter-agency co-operation

In most Member States, the increasingly important part played by

schools in the guidance process has resulted in a need for clear co-or

dination and co-cperaticn arrangements with other specialist guidance

bodies. A number of Transition pilot projects developed inter-institu-

tional co-operation structures of various kinds and same involved the

specialist agencies from the start in the development of their own,

school-based, system.

* See also "Partnership - parents and seoandary schools": IMPLAN,
Brussels, July, 1987
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Ficw the pilot projects, two main forms of inter-institutional co-op-

erative arrangements may be identified:

oo-ordination or co-operation through same form of general mecha-

nism or group;

team-work or inter-institutional co-operation between two or more

partners for specific tasks.

General mechanisms

A, nuirber of projects set up local liaison committees, for co-operative

action of different kinds, and to support a pilot project's "partner-

Ship" approach to its activities. They brought together, in a more or

less formal way, schools, guidance agencies, industry, parents and

other relevant groups. These bodies were not established for a single

specific purpose, and their aims tended to be rather broad and flexi-

ble, so as to meet local needs as they arose.

The city of Aalborg (Denmark) set up its "School Contact Committee for

Educational and Vocational Guidance" a long time before the pilot pro-

ject. began. It proved a very useful sponsoring "umbrella" group, to

support the pilot project's work in developing a new guidance course,

which integrated successive periods of work experience, (see above,

Box 15). The committee was particularly important for help in increa-

sing the supply of work experience placements, and in commenting on

educational and vocational guidance materials prepared in the schools.

Furthermore, through information gained from the pilot project about

gaps in local provision, it could launch new training/project program-

mes for young people in the area, as well as making proposals to the

central government, the county authorities, and other runicipalities.
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The School Contact Committee, Aalbor4 Box 19

The need for an effective school-working-life linking structure at
the local level was net by the city of Aalborg (Denrark) in 1977
through the creation of a School Contact Committee for Educational
and Vocational GUidance. It is an informal body, for co-operation
and action on any aspect of school-trade/industry contact. It has
no separate executive staff. It works through the existing agen-
cies, especially the guidance counsellors.

The Comnittee meets once a year and in the 10 years of its exist-
ence, has concerned itself, among other things, with the following:

the arrangements for schools' visits to firms in the city; the
provision of the necessary placements, and the co-ordination
of schools' use of them;

commenting on educational and vocational guidance materials
prepared for use in the school system;

the provision of various forte of work experience;

youth unemployment in the city;

the use of the press and other media for encouraging contact
between school and industry and commerce;

possibilities for iqprovisqunderstamiing between school and
intistry over yourij people's transition to continued education
and employment.

See also Innovations 14: The School Contact Committee, Aalborg.

The Shannon pilot project (I'M 18) set up a system of local liaison

groups with similar functions, but less specifically concerned with

guidance. They brcught together schools, parents, industry, Job crea-

tion agencies, the nunicipality, youth officers, trade unions, gui-

dance specialists and the students thenseives. An important aspect of

the Shannon innovation was its strong local character, at county level.

A committee stimulated the formation of local groups, of whicn there

are now five, =tended to help young people move from school Into

-.Jerking life, particularly througn the support of guidance-related

schemes.

Another example of this kind of structure can be found in Italy in Vie

School-Work Agency in Modena. ;See Innovations 15).
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Teams or task-cTro.tnos

Other :orms of co- operation are much more directly directed to speci-

fic guidance tasks =Objectives, such as help for the disadvantaged

or building a codbined professional team.

An example from Kassel shows how schools and external guidance ser-

vices can work together.

School dance ..- ti

In Kassel, the pilot project (D 7) promoted co-operation and commu-
nication between teachers and employment officers in order to
ipprove guidance.

Representatives from the careers office (Manpower Services)
and teachers met frequently in order to discuss their methods
and approaches, and to plan and prepare a yearly programme of
vocational guidance for final-year school pupils.

Careers officers were allowed to give lessons an careers
education in schools to the finalltimmpupils.

A careers officer visited the school for a day, inmost was,
to interview pupils, and parents and teachers also, and to supply
guidance information material.

Teachers and careers officers worked together to produce ca-
reers guidance materials, videos, etc.

Research is being carried out an how guidance information is
used and by whom, and to evaluate its effectiveness.

The example from Denmark, (in Box 21), is of a local team appron.dh,

specially aimed at disadvantaged young people. It is very similar to

the aims and approach of the Frendh 'Missions locales' (Local task

forces) though they are part of a nation-wide initiative, and receive

some central government financial help. (See Innovations 13: The

'Missions locales'). The important characteristic, shared by the

Youth Team in Hvidovre (and other towns in Denmark) and the 'Missions
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locales, is their dual responsibility: to contact young people and

provide them with guidance or help, on the one hand; and, on the

other, to stimulate the relevant services to develop or improve their

provision so as to fit the needs of such youngsters in their area.

The "Ybuth Team" Box 21

In 1983, as part of the Transition Programme pilot project (DK 4),
the municipal council in Hvidovre, an inner-urban part of Copen-
hagen, decided to set up a Youth Team, to improve contact with,
and provision for, the 25% of young people who, at the end of
compulsory school at 16, do not continue in any education or vo-
cational training, and are therefore at risk of either becoming
unskilled workers, or being unemployed.

The Youth Team is an inter-service, and inter-institution,
co-ordinating group.

It brims together four local services:

Youth Guidanze, i.e. counsellors who work part-time in the
schools and part-time in the local connunity;

Youth Emyaoymnt, offering 6-9 month training places, in vari-
ous public sector employment projects;

Social Welfare, i.e. financial support, and social work which
can also set up ad hoc local activities, in the form of short-
term projects for individuals/groups;

the State EMployment Office, i.e. the employment agency for
the unemployed, which also issues forecasts of the need for fu-
ture manpower in the area.

See Innovations 8: The Youth Team.

Similar to this approach is the work of the Inxemburg pilot project.

This project now covers five areas of Luxemburg and therefore can

nearly be seen as a country -wide service.



Box 22

The pilot project in Luxemburg (LUX 23) set up a series of local
Youth Action Groups consisting of social workers or seconded tea-
chers who have had special training. They work in close co-opera-
tion with the schools, especially those who take the weakest pu-
pils, the training institutions, other social and manpower ser-
vices, and parents. The aim is to help the vocational integration
of young people who are likely to have problems in the transition
stage.

The activity of the youth team is supported by Regional Advisory
Committees in each of the five project areas, involving teachers,
industrialists, trade unions, youth workers, cultural associations
and parents.

See also Innovations 20: Outreach Youth Centres, Luxemburg.

The pilot projects show clearly that the success of these task-force

approaches depends heavily on two things in particular:

the personal relationships between the team renters;

a precise definition of the "task".

The commonest cause of difficulty was the lack of specificity of the

project. A major pilot project in France, "58 Cl Os" ('Centres d'Infor-

mation et d'Orientation' - Information and guidance centres) illustra-

ted this. Set up to improve team-work between different guidance agen-

cies on the one hand, and between than and schools, on the other, its

greatest successes occurred when the partners collaborate for speci-

fic purposes and activities, such as supporting work experience pro-

grammes, introducing young people to the world of industry and mar

merce, and following-up youngsters after leaving school.

3. Co-operation with "Opportunity-providers"

The second significant change in the guidance process at school level

in the last few years, is the increasing use of learning resources and

opportunities, which are, physically, outside the school and therefore,
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to su degree, also outsides the school's control. As a result, schools

need to establish close links with the providers of such learning ex-

periences, who may be:

employers, or at least same part of the "economic world";

vocational schools/colleges, or other bodies which can provide op-

portunities for work exploration in their training workshops; or

people who can provide expertise to enrich classrocza work, busi-

ness projects, role-plays etc.

The value and importance of these "wpolatraldty-providers" is well

illustrated by the many pilot projects who set up links with one or

more of these groups in their area. Nearly all the projects developed

contacts with employers especially to facilitate provision of work

experience placeQpnts. Many developed contacts with local vocational

schools/colleges either to create "taster courses", where their stu-

dents could try out a particular vocational field, or to improve their

own knowlege about the choice of vocational courses available and to

use this information in their school's guidance activities. Similarly,

schools frequently-brought in experts from outside, for many purposes

including that of informing young people about their jobs or vocation-

al fieles.*

Tapping these different kinds of help, or resources, in the community

led the pilot projects to set up local mechanisms, to relieve the

schools of same of the administration; to put the supply of help on a

more systematic, permanent, footing; and, more generally, to build

bridges, of communication and mutual support, between school and "coil-

munity". The lidkingmechanisms vary greatly in character, size and

* See milhe world of work as a learning resource", =LAN, Brussels,
December 1986.



function, according to circumstances, and are analysed at greater

length in the separate report on "School-Industry Links".* Same are

also described in Innovations:

"(IA: School-employment centres" (Nr. 23), with which the Dutch

Rijndelta and Zeeland projects OIL 24 & 25) were connected - see Box 2";

"The School-Work Agency, Modena, Italy" (Nr. 15);

"The School Contact Committee, Aalborg, Denmark" (Nr. 14), see

also Boat 19 above.

Other examples can be seen in:

the 'Verbundsystem' (Liaison system) set up by the Duisburg pilot

project (D 8) - a system of co- cperation between the careers teachers

(Texatungslehrer9 in the 'Hauprtschule' and teachers in vocational

schools. This was devised to provide intensive guidance for the less-

able school-leaver in his/her last year of compulsory schooling. The

arrangements developed also involved several meetings during the year

with, or for, parents; home visits by the guidance teacher, if neces-

sary, to contact parents; and visits for the pupils to see vocational

schools. Throughout the year, close co-operation was maintained bet-

ween class-teachers and the vocational counsellors from the Manpower

Services. (See Innovations 6: Guidance-training and co-ordination).

a the Iccal Guidance Agencies ('Regionale Arteitsstellen zur FOrde-

rang ausldndischer Kinder and JUgendlicher' - or RA2k ) which have been

.n use in No is since 1980. These agencies have been

developing forms of community education, and inter-agency action, tc

"School- Industry Links", =ARAN, Brussels, July 1987.
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help meet the special guidance needs of young migrants. The Duisburg

pilot project (D 8) has collaborated with them. (See Innovations 16:

the 'RAA' - Germany).

the liaison arrangements developed by the Mannheim pilot project

(D 5), also designed to intensify support for young migrants likely

otherwise to drop- out. Interventions were co-ordinated even with the

primary school (to encourage their work in dealing with young

migrants' linguistic and cultural handicaps), in teacher-training

provision, and with the vocational guidance services.

the "local liaison groups" setup by the Shannon pilot project in

Ireland (IRL 18) - see Box 25 below on the "Talent Bank".

Some linking bodies are particularly designed to tap one of the re-

source sectors described above, though not exclusively so. Boxes 23,

24 and 25 illustrate bodies particularly aligned to make contact with

employers (Box 23), vocational schools (Box 24), and parents and other

resource persons in the local area (Box 25).

COA.: School centres Box 23

One of the major tasks of the Dutch "COA" (1COntacticentralOrder-
wijs Arbeid', or School-enployment Centre) is to co-ordinate and
to facilitate the provision of work experience places.

In the Dutch pilot projects OM 24 & 25), the schools and the COA
agreed that the schools would inform the COP, about their existing
arrangements with firms, and also indicate to the COA the number of
places they needed. The COA then tried to find more places to meet
the needs of all the schools. This procedure worked well. Some firms
preferred to liaise with schools through the COA.
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ower-9econdery schools and vocational schools Box 24

In the Verdssieux pilot project (F 10), in a disadvantaged housing
estate on the outskirts of Lyon, links were developed between three
loner-secondary schools ('colleges') and nine (14/16-18) vocational
schools ('LTosies professionnels') in order to help students choose
a vocational field, and also to encourage them to continue with vo-
cational training after the end of their compulsory schooling. The
linking also aimed at improving the knowledge of the 'college' tea-
chers about vocational training.

The linking was arranged as follows:

October 1986. Teachers from both types of schools met to develop
a oambinalprogmanme of guidance activities and to agree which
vocational schools should take part in the linking, to reflect as
broad a range of vocational fields as possible.

November 1986. Discussion between the teachers from the partici-
pating schools about teaching materials and the teaching/learning
methods used in their schools.

January 1987. Exhibition and discussion in each of the three
'colleges' organised by the nine vocational schools. Meetings bet-
ween vocational teachers, parents and 'college' students about the
opportunities available in the vocational schools. Registration
of some 'college' students for a taster course in a vocational
school.

February - March 1987. Visits by 'college' students and teachers
to the vocational schools, to extend the "taster" process.

A "tal-nt bank" Box 25

In the Shannon pilot project in Ireland (IRL 18) school-coummity
links and resources are organised in the form of a "talent bank".
Local people (i.e. mainly parents to begin with) are asked by
schools whether and how they can contribute to the preparation of
young people for the adult and working world. This information,
togednerwith such information as to the dates/times when they are
normally available, are stored in the "talent bank", held on card
index, or computer store, in the schools, and shared between them.
Topics which such "resource persone may contribute on include "An
explanation of dangers at work endways of protecting workers",
"The role of new technology in intmstry", "The job of a managing
director", etc.
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4. Young people themselves as partners in the guidance process

The shift of guidance away from more traditional forms of information-

providing and counselling towards teaching skills and attitudes which

young people need to engage actively in their own process of educa-

tional and careers choice, means a change in the role of young people

from that of passive client into that of active partner. The peroep-

tion of you people as partners has been reinforced by two other

elements:

work experience and experiential learning play an increasing part

in guidance schemes; their value is insignificant if youngsters are

not given the opportunity to formulate and exuess their ideas, based

on their experience, and to discuss them with teachers and/or coun-

sellors;

in many areas the labour market is such that finding a job depends

to some degree on self-initiative on the part of youngsters themselves,

which can be helped by a guidance process which encourages and sup-

ports self-initiative.

A number of distinct develepnents in this direction could be seen in

pilot projects:

In the French "58 COs" project, in particular, materials were de-

veloped to support self-guidance. Such materials were aimed to help

structure young people's reflection about their vocational choice and

to prepare then for discussion with guidance staff, in individual or

group meetings. The material also helped young people collect and

record relevant information and experience in their work experience

placements (see Innovations 9: Group-work guidance materials -

France).

Students in sane British projects were encouraged to become more

actively involved in sell-assessment using profiles and records of
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achievement, to record and assess work of a practical, or "entrepre-

neurial" character, as well as academic achievement.* Structuring the

assessment process in this way helped, both students and teachers de-

velop a clearer picture of the aims of the learning process, and their

immediate targets in a course. Often the specific learning targets in

each phase were negotiated with the students themselves. Such forms

of assessment gave the students a better chance to steer their own

learning process, to contribute to their own record of their achieve-

ment, and to identify gaps or needs which they wished to follow up in

the following stage.

The same approach, that young people can often be helped (or help

themselves) more effectively when they are engaged in said active

learning/doing, is reflected in the Youth Initiatives Projects Pro-

gramme which has been supported by the Commission of the European

Community since 1986. Based on experiments in Scotland (the Young

Scot, started in 1981), Denmark (Tb; ABZ, started in 1982), and Italy

(Viaggio, in Rome, in 1982), the programme was launched after a

European-level conference, linked to same of the Transition pilot

projects' work, held in Luxemburg in November 1985.** The programme

supports local projects which are managed and controlled by young

people and provide them with opportunities:

to create employment;

to devise trainingraxgranues;

to develop their own information (and guidance) materials;

to initiate social/cultural activities for the benefit of their

community.

See "Assessment & Certification; ismies arising in the pilot
projects": MIRAN, Brussels, JUly 1986.

** See "Youth Information 1985": IFAPIAN, Brussels, January 1985;
and "Info Action '85; youth initiatives in the European Coramunity":
IMPLAN, Brussels, February 1J86.
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In 1986, 74 such projects were supported with finance. An illustration

of a project directly concerned with guidance, is in Box 26; and of

ielf -help projects in Boxes 27 and 28.

Youth information protect Box 26

The 'Servicio d'informacian alternativa' (S.I.P.A.J) is a youth in-
formation centre in Barcelona managed by young people themselves,
to provide documentation and publications, and organise seminars
and training courses. All the information is gathered and classi-
fied by young people. Seminars and courses are run in the areas
and clubs frequented by young people.

The young people directly involved acquire useful skills, prepar-
ing written materials and organising public relations. Same act
as peer counsellors and pass on their skills to others.

Self-hel 'ect Box 27

The "Facts & food" project was setup by a group of young people
in Edenmore (near Dublin) , Ireland who took part in a training
course organised by Arai°, the Irish industrial training authority,
aimed to equip young people with the knowledge, skills and confi-
dence to develop some type of new service for the community. The
yoang people subsequently opened up a centre, called "Facts and
Food ", which offers information for young people, a "talent bank"
and a coffee-deck (bar). The focus is on identifying/creating

part-time or full-time employment opportunities for young people.

" Selbsthilfe Berufswahl" Box 28

"Selbsthilfe Berufswahl" is the name of a type of German self-help
initiative by young upper secondary students, and in one case,
'Hauptschule' (lower-seaondary school) students.

Such initiatives, to be found in a number of schools especially
in Southern Germany, permit young people to come together to dis-
cuss job- hunting and other career preblems with each other; am
organise visits to firms and lectures by former students from
their schools, etc. Students who have found a job tend to stop
working in these groups. Nevertheless, the approach can contribute
to the development of guidance programes.

In other countries similar initiatives exist, e.g. under the name
of "job clubs". They tend to be more involved with the problems of
young unemployed.



V. Guidance post-school

Recognition of the need to offer support in the years after a young

person has left school, and the recent expansion of the schools' part

in the guidance process, have led sane Member states to consider pro-

viding follow -up guidance systematically to all school-leavers.

Dentark has introduced such a syste:a, using the 'Foikedkole' (compul-

sory school) as the base. Yon* people up to the age of 19 may conti-

nue to Obtain post - school follow -up guidance from their last °Folks-

ekole class-dteadher. 'Those, on the other hand, Who in the meantim

have begun a course at a vocational sdhool can receive guidance

there. This system thus encompasses all young people, wherever they

are, from the age of 13 or 14 through to the age of 19.

The Danish follow-up guidance system is also responsible for ensuring

that post-school guidance provision ia co-ordinated, and, in particu-

lar:

identifies potential problem .-griaaps;

adapts guidance activities to the needs/resources of the local

ldboac market; and

' co- ordinates the various services' responses to these needs.

In this Danish system, follow-up guidance work and activities are

mainly carried out by teachers. Other Member States have located these

activities in external agencies, but a school-based approach may have

a number of advantages, above all for disadvantaged young people who

often after having left school, avoid contact with official bodies

whether from distrust, lack of information or inertia.
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Post-school follow-up Box 29

In the pilot project in Hvidovre, Copenhagen (DK 4) the Youth Team
(see Box 21) brought together four organisations:

the Youth Guidance Service
the Youth EMployment Service
the Social Welfare Office
the State EMployment Office.

The Youth Guidance Service is chiefly concerned with follow-up
guidance. They have complete data about all young people in the
community, since all young people moving into a municipality are
required to register within six weeks of arrival. The Service can
provide a 13-week "guidance course" (exploration of possible
careers) for those who need it.

Through the Youth Team, followup guidance activities are linked
and co-ordinated with the other specialist services (employment,
training, social security, housing etc.).

In other countries, pilot projects developed different for of

follow-up services or activities, mainly designed to es;:ablish or

re-establish contact with young drop-outs, or young people in various

sorts of difficulty. These approaches also tend to be neighbourhood

or area-based, and "cut-reach" in character. But they did not involve

such a systematic or comprehensive approach as the lavish example.

Centre for school - leavers Box 30

The Kassel pilot project (D 7) set up a centre for school-leavers
located in a renovated flat where youngsters could discuss their
problems with teachers and social workers. In an informal, practi-
cal way, the staff members tried to sort out young people's so-
cial, educational and vocational problems and suggest solutions.

The "Learnino place ". Venissieux Box 31

In the Venissieux pilot project (F 10) - see also Box 24 - an
informal after-school nei0bourhood centre was set up as a way of
reinforcing students' learning in school. Tine centre was frequent-
ed by both pupils who were still in scot and those who had left.
Teachers and parents came in their free time to help students with
their brinework, and give guidance and personal help.

See Innovations 11.
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The Outreach Centre Dublin Box 32

The Dublin pilot project (IRL 16), in a disadvantaged area in the
centre of Dublin, set up a centre for school-leavers in roams which
were available in a primary school. Yturgr people were offered gui-
dance, same basic vocational training and personal advice. The
centre was furnished in an informal way. Young people could also
have some meals there.

The centre was organised on a drop -in basis, i.e. young people
came when they needed same support. Courses and support schemes
were organised in accordance with individual needs.

See Innovations 19.



VI. Conclusions

A considerable number of general and specific conclusions can be drawn

fran this analysis of the activities of the Transition pilot projects

in the field of guidance at school-level. Two important general

conclusions should be noted, at the outset.

First, schools have now started to playa more important part in edu-

cational and vocational guidance. Their new role is in line with the

perception by educators and guidance staff of the proper organisation

and character of guidance, namely-that:

e guidance should begin early in an individual's life, at least at

the =cent where the first educational choices have to be made;

it should be provided continuously over the entire period leading

up to vocational choice and the transition fran school to working life;

its aim should be not only the provision of information but also

help for young people to learn haw to use that information in their

Choices; to find out and test their own skills; and so to develop a

general, long-term, view about their future adult and working life.

Experience shows that school is the best place to learn and practise

the necessary knowledge, skills and attitudes required. Where external

agencies continue to work in schools, their role is now increasingly

becoming that of partner or consultant to the guidance activities

of the school itself.

Seccnd ly, schools cannot accomplish these new responsibilities alone.

They depend, upon strong links with other partners, such as:

informal and formal guidance sources, i.e. parents, who are the

most influential informal guidance source; and the specialised gui-

dance agencies, who are often the best organised and equipped.
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utsportunity-providers" in the local community who can provide ac-

cess to out-of-school learning opportunities, which are indispensable

for giving young people the chance to test their abilities in a

realistic situation; and

with the local community, in order to find out about, and respond

to, local vocational and employment needs and possibilities.

Other, more specific, recommendations can be drawn fram the aspects

of development:work:discussed.

Guidance at the school level (Part II)

1. To help guidance become a well-integrated part of the school cur-

riculum, a number of preparatory steps are necessary, to create the

right climate among the staff and external partners concerned. Tea-

chers, parents, and the local community, especially employers, should

be involved at this preparatory stage, to help the development of the

links which will be required. Good co-ordination and co-operation with

external guidance agencies is of particular importance.

2. As part of the preparation, schools need to start adapting their

curricula and methods to accommodate and support the guidance func-

tion. This nay also imply reviewing existing asses:merit:procedures.

They may well need outside help on both. CUrricular changes nay call

for more student - centred teaching/learning strategies, the use of

forms of active learning, and forms of cross-curricular teaching. New

forms ana systems of assmammt may be needed, such as profiles and

records of achievement.

3. Teachers must be helped to take on guidance tasks through initial

and in-service training. Besides courses in specific skills such as

group-discussion aretkncwledge about the vocational training system,

guidance work makes it very desirable for teachers to have the oppor-

tunity for ems work experience in the world of industry, including

extending their knowledge of local employment prospects and problems.
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The purpose of guidance, and relating it to the curriculum (Part III)

4. The traditional relationship between a generally passive client

and an active counsellor should be replaced by more balanced roles in

which the client herself/himself is encouraged to take the initiative.

Guidance of this kind not only helps young people become more autono-

mous in looking for employment but also generally mazes them more

capable in coping with problems in the working and adult world. Espe-

cially in areas of high youth unemployment, guidance should not limit

itself to directing your persons to occupations in which there may

not be effective job opportunities, but rather should aim at a broad-

er, more long-term, strategy of preparing them for the realities of

the labour market.

5. Whether or not guidance is offered as a form of "occupational

education", or in the more developed form of "careers education'',

there is a strong need to go beyond the methods of traditional class-

room, teaching. Simulations, role-plays, outside lecturers, business

projects and work experience in firms should play an important part.

All these methods have to be used in an educational meaningful way,

starting with broad information and orientation, and gradually moving

towards identifying and meeting individnal needs.

6. The experience of the pilot projects has shown clearly the advan-

tages of strategies which assign guidance a clear, Identifiable place

in the curriculum, whether it becomes a separate subject or is imple-

mented in a cross-curricular way. This does not, of course, mean that

guidance has to be seen as of overriding importance, but rather that

it should be fully reflected in each suoject area, and that the

sdhool's statement of its aims should clearly indicate what methods

the school is using, including haw it meets the neeas of pupils likely

to have special difficulties.

'cork experience placements should be well d:-.-ordinated with the

overall guidance process. A conventional placement in a firm may well

re insufficient. Experience shows the benefit of xraoirarxj -various
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types of work experience, e.g. the use of work exploration, placement

in training workshops and work exploration centres, as well as forms

of more controlled work experience or simulation, e.g. in business

projects, and enterprise education.

The co-operative dimension (Part IV)

8. Successful guidance depends very much on links with various exter-

nal partners. Schools must concert their guidance activities with the

guidance agencies, with opportunity providers and with other schools,

especially the:vocational ones. Parents should be seen not as a group

to be brought in line with the school's guidance concept, but as per-

sons in need of information and help in their role, as well as provi-

ders of resources of knowledge and experience needed by the school.

9. Formal or informal co-operative mechanisms arm likely to be need-

ed to develop and maintain good co-operative action. A wide rage of

experience is available for study, to decide the most suitable form.

Their value is of special help in providing the extra guidance needed

by weaker pupils and those with cultural or linguistic handicaps.

10. Experience from the pilot projects shows that co-operation is

particularly effective where there is a concrete canon aim or task,

and where personal relationships between the partners are strong.

11. Guidance be alml:totally ineffective without the active

involvement of the your people themselves. As well as being treated

as an active partner in the process, they should be given opportuni-

ties to find out for themselves and to learn by direct experience.

Self-help initiatives should be supported.



Post-school dance (Part

-

12. Post-school guidance arrangements are important, above all, for

providing help for early school-leavers. They should also identify po-

tential problem-groups; adapt guidance activities to the needs of the

local labour market; and serve as a co-ordination mechanism between

services for special schemes.

13. 'the pilot projects showed the importance of collaboration between

lower secondary schools and vocational schools for a continuity in the

guidance process; of an inter-agency approach, in order to refer the

young person to the most competent guidance body; and finally of an

outreach approach caxacdning guidance and pastoral care with basic vo-

cational training and other elements to re-integrate young unemployed

into training or education.

Finally ...

14. As was said in the introduction, this report is addressed to all

who are, or should be, concerned with the guidance process for young
people in their transition years. Many of its suggestions cannot be

carried out by schools ard teachers on their own, or by guidance agen-

cies alone. Local authorities, and even national authorities, have

important roles, to enable and stimplate local co-operative action to

begin. The results of this EUropean Comaganity-wide Action Programme

are, therefore, addressed to this wide audience, as well as to the

"opportunity providers', parents and others who can together form the

partnerships needed :Jamaica guidance successful.
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AMEX

Additional material on guidance and careers education provision in
Member States.

Belgium

Guidance in Belgium is mainly provided by an external agency (the

'Centres Psycho-Medico-Sociaux' or COS) financed by the national

Ministries of Education. Because of the qualifications of their staff,

the centres have a tendency towards psychological testing. They cater

fcr all children and young people between the age of 3 and 20.

Since the reform of secondary education, teachers are supposed to pro-

vide help to their students to choose appropriate educational courses

or options. Guidance in the sense of observation and discussion with

colleagues should, therefore be part of the normal tasks of teachers.

Four or five tines during the school year the "class council" ('con-

seil de classe'), comprising all the teachers of a class, sometimes

together with the CALLS counsellors, meet to discuss each pupil's

situation and future.

Important guidance functions are carried out by the Belgian employment

authorities (OTTER - French-speaking; RVA - Dutch-speaking). Of parti-

cularly interest are the Observation Centres which give young people

a chance to try out their skills over several weeks in specially-

designed workshops.
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Denmark

In Denmark the class - teaches, who frequently follows a class of pupils

during the whole period of their time in their 'FOlkeskole' (compul-

sory school, age 6-16) is seen as the backbone of the guidance system.

He/she is supported:

at school level, by teacher-counsellors

c at county/uunicipal level, by the school-advisers.

Careers education in Denmark is organised neither as a separate sub-

ject nor is it cross- curricular in the normal sense. it is offered

either in the so-called "free discussion periods", or in social stu-

dies, or in the context of other subjects such as Denish. In addition

individual guidance and counselling of pupils is obligatory.

These arrangements give an important role to the class teacher.

He/she:

organises visits to firms, etc. in the local camnunity;

organises work experience programmes. (Insurance t3tatstics show

that about 120,000 pupils each year take part in these '4-day pro-

granmes);

invites guest-speakers into the class-roam;

gives an introduction to the various aspects of vocational and

adult life.

The teacher-counsellors, who are normally teachers with a reduction in

their teaching-time, have the following tasks:

they develop and support links between school and municipality;

o they provide teachers with the necessary teaching material;

o they maintain contact with other counsellors (in other services);

they support teachers' work on vocational preparation.
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School-advisers have the following tasks:

the co-ordination of guidance activities at the local/regional

level;

the organisation of meetings and seminars with teacher-counsellors

in order to discuss common problems, and especially their further

training and the provision of teaching/learningmaterials.

The task of the Youth Guidance Service is to follow-up the transition

of ynungeters from school to further education/training or work.

A most important Danish innovation is the principle of a two-year fol-

low-up of a young person until the age of 19.

Specific tasks of this new system are among others:

the identification of possible risk- groups;

the co-ordination of guidance with the local opportunity struc-

ture;

co-ordination (housing, social security, health, etc.) with the

other services available to help young people.

This system covers all your people, wherever they are, from the age

of 13/14 up to the age of 19.

Federal Republic of Germany

Vocational guidance and counselling in Germany is mainly provided by

the careers advisers of the employment agencies. In recent years,

however, there have been major efforts to increase co- operation

between these services and schools; careers advisers come to the

schools, give information lessons, provide group counselling etc.

Anther major innovation is the establishment of a country-wide sysem

of audio-visual occupational information centres, to be used by

students individually or by a whole class.
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Careers education now includes work experience for almost all 'Haupt-

schule' (lower- secondary school) pupils, and is being increasingly in-

troduced into the programme for the more-academically oriented pupils

in the 'Pealsohule' and 'Gymnasium'. Careers education, in the form

of 'Arbeitslehre', is either a separate subject or included in several

subjects as a cross-curricular element.

Teachers are prepared for their guidance role by initial and further

rraining. New teacher roles in guidance have emerged in the last few

years; 'contact teachers' (to develop contact between 'Hauptschule'

and vocational schools) and 'Beratungslehrer, (careers teachers) with

pastoral and guidance tasks for pusdls who have special problems.

There are also a number of special guidance agencies, and specially-

trained teachers, for migrant children.

Close links between school and industry at national, regional and lo-

cal levels, have been used to support the development of careers edu-

cation, especially the provision of staff development opportunities.

France

Careers education in France is not a school responsibility. Guidance

work as carried out by school-teachers is restricted to educational

guidance, and that in the sense of making recommendations about the

choice of school at the end of lover-secondary education, i.e. whether

the pupil should stay in general (i.e. academic) education or proceed

into vocational education. These guidance tasks are fulfilled by the

'conseil de classe' (class council) which consists, by law, of the

teachers of a class, parents' representatives, students' delegates,

the school administration, and careers counsellors.

Outside the school, there are the 'Centres d'Information et d'Orienta-

tion' (CIO) - Information and Guidance Centres - under the auspices of

the Ministry of Education, and the careers guidance service of the

National Agency for Employment (NUPE). The ClOs are concerned mainly
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with educational choice and general counselling about a young person's

vocational future. ANPE is more concerned with aiding clients find a

jab.

Alongside these two structures a new system has been established dur-

ing the eighties: the 'Permanences d'accueil d'information et d'orien-

tation' (PAID) - contact and guidance offices - and the 'Missions

locales' (local task forces). The PAIOs are intended to provide guid-

ance for the 16-18 age-group. The 'Missions locales' are aimed at the

needs of young people between the age of 16 and 25. The two types of

organisation have partly-overlapping but also distinct roles. While

the PALO cater for the general public, 'Missions locales' concentrate

more on young people with special problems ('jeunes en difficulte')

and help their vocational and social integration. Furthermore, besides

their counselling function, the 'Missions locales' are there to deve-

lop and secure the provision of new forms o.E training and other ser-

vices according to the needs of their clients.

As part of the second European Transition programme there have been

same major efforts to improve guidance in France. A nation-wide pilot

project involving the ClOs has tried to improve the efficiency of

their work through the use of new methods, the stimulation of work

experience and more inter-institutional cc-operation (above all with

the PAIO). It has also tried out follow-up work for school-leavers.

It should also be observed that guidance work in the vocational

schools has benefited very much from the large-scale establishment

of school links with industry (e.g. twinning schemes).

Greece

Since 1982, a major programme has been under way in Greece to develop

the provision of careers education in lower-secondary schools ('Gymna-

sia') and upper-secondary schools (age 16-18; 'Lykeia'). Canters edu-

cation is seen in the form of information lessons followed by group
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discussion in the class-roam; contacts with representatives frail the

working world; and visits to industry and to educational/training

institutions.

TO introduce school-level careers education, the government has or-

ganised a series of training courses for selected teachers from all

parts of the country and has sponsored teachers to participate in

post-diploma courses at foreign universitites. The teacher training

programme formed a pilot project in the Transition Programme and con-

sisted of five-,month courses an the theory and practice of careers

education, including one month spent in the teacher's awn region, to

develop knowledge of, and contacts in, the area. This reflects, inter

alia, the government's concern to try to stop young people from leav-

ing the countryside for the cities, and to interest them in the re-

sources and potential development: of their awn area.

Vocational guidance in a more narrow sense is also provided by the

employment authorities (CAM).

Ireland

In 1971 central government, through the Department of Education, made

provision for vocational guidance in all second-level schools. Schools

over 250 pupils could employ a guidance counsellor, for whom initial

training was offered by the University College in Dublin. In addition

the Department setup a psychological service. By 1972, 24% of Irish

post-primary schools employed a guidance counsellor. But following

public expenditure cuts, by the government in 1983, the number of

counsellors has decreased.

Many Irish secondary schools however have implemented careers educa-

tion, often camprisingimork experience and elements of education for

enterprise.
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Italy

In Italy, the "scuola media" (lower-secondary school, for pupils aged

11-14) is thought of ftmdamentally as a guidance instrument. Its en-

tire curriculum is to be seen as a way to help young people make an

appropriate choice of education to follow. At the end of the course,

teachers express their opinion about which type of education or train-

ing will be best for the individual.

The curmiculum does not provide concrete guidance on how to deal with

guidance needs or problems, such as giving practical information about

possible educational choices; what is available in educaticn/training

locally; charges in employment patterns in the area, jab prospects,

entry qualifications, etc. No specific place, or teacher, is assigned

for this, with, perhaps, the exception of the technology meacher, who

can only cover part of the field.

A great deal, therefore, depends on the teachers' own efforts and ima-

gination and on the initiative of local education authorities. Same,

in fact, have issued very specific guidance for careers education in

the school of their area, e.g. the Provveditorato in Padova.

Italian employment cd"fices dpal mainly with the needs of job- seekers.

anCeltthrg

In schools, vocational guidance is part of secondary technical educa-

tion (age 12-15), and the vocational curriculum in other schools

('classes ccuplementaires'). Guidance elements have been Introduced as

part of a subject entitled "Introduction to working life". Class-roam

teaching is used as well as visits to industry and work experience

placements.
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There are also external vidance services:

the Educational Guidance and Social Services Department and the

Psychological and Educational Guidance Services run by the Ministry

of Education and Youth, concerned mainly with pupils with psycholo-

gical and learning difficulties;

the vocational guidance service of the Manpower Services, mainly

concerned with vocational guidance and placement of young people.

In rerrAt years there has been a trend among secondary and secondary

technical schools to organise information sessions for their older pu-

pils. The purpse of these sessions, sometimes organised by the educa-

tional guidance services, is to help future school-leavers (aged 18-

19) think about their occupation and training choice. External experts

are sometimes invited to these sessions to introduce vocational

fields.

As part of special training courses for the your unemployed, new

forms of guidance have also been introduced: young people can test

their abilities in a workshop situation, and have opportunities for

work experience; and forms of self-guidance have been developed.

Guidance in this is not only seen as help towards vocational, but also

social, integration.

The Netherlands

Vocational and educational guidance is not part of the secondary

education curriculum. However, in almost all schools, one or more

teachers are appointed as part-time guidance counsellors ('dekanen').

In principle, guidance should be part of every subject.
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Schoolspdekanen, are supported in a number of ways:

all schools have received a book on "How to integrate guidance";

schools can lease a computer programme "Choice" from the National

Foundation for Clirriculum Develflpment (S.14.0).

The most important sources of help are external, private and public,

guidance agencies (the School- en Bercepskeuzebegeleidings Bureaux -

SEES). Until 1986, SEES were directly subsidised by the State but will

now only receive money-where they have signed a contract wita a

school.

The new relationship implies that:

schools may take more trouble about providing careers guidance to

their students, if it costs them money;

the State hopes that the effectiveness of the SBKs will increase;

in a few years time, they will be paid only for the contracts they

have signed;

competition between SEES is to be encouraged, although it is also

government policy to favour partnership and co-operation between them;

schools will be able to set-up their own, school-specific, gui-

dance programmes.
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United Kingdom

The main guidance service for young people in Britain is the Careers

Service run by the local education authorities (LEAs) on behalf of the

Department of EMployment. one Employment and Training Act 1973 placed

a duty on all LEAs to provide a vocational guidance s,tvice for all

people attending educational institutions below university level. In

Northern Ireland, an all-age Careers Service is offered by the Depart-

ment of Manpower Services.

Within the school and further education systems, careers education is

regarded as of considerable importance, even though it has no statu-

tory backing. In schools, it is roughly provided by careers teachers,

as part of their general teaching responsibilities. Although same of

these have had a training in careers educatim and guidance lasting up

to a year, the great majority have not had roach preparation for it. In

Scotland there is a more structured system of graded posts in schools

for guidance.

In recent years the careers education dimension of secondary school

curricula in the UK has been stren,thened by the introduction of ex-

perimental pre-vocational courses; tree Technical and Vocational Edu-

cation Initiative (for 14-18 year-olds), sponsored by the Manpower

Services Commission, and a samwhat similar one-year course for 17

year-olds, the CPVE system (Certificate of Pre - Vocational Education).

Both include careers education and forms of work experience, and a

general introduction to training in certain vocational fields. Whereas

TVEI caters for the full range of abilities, CPVE is designed for

young people with modest achievement.

The development of guidance and careers education in the UK has indi-

rectly been very much assisted by the growth of links between schools

and industry.
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List of contacts for Transition pilot projects referred to in the
text

B 1 S. Andre, Transvia, Cite des Petites Preelles 129,

B - 7330 Saint Ghislain. Tel' 32-65-78 61 85

DK 3 H. Bruun, Udskoling- et EF Projekt, Hasserisvej 174,

DK - 9000 Aalborg. Tel° 45-8-11 22 11 Ext. 4170

DK 4 P. Lindholm, Skole- og Fritidsforvaltningen, Hvidovrevej 59a,

DK - 2650 Widovre. Tel' 45-1-78 12 11 Ext. 1207 and 1208

D 5 Fr. hr. Reirdel, M-Nociallversuch, Beratungsstelle, H2 2,

D - 6800 Mannheim 1. Tel' 49-621-1 47 30

D 7 V. Hopf, Regionales VerbantigydumaKamsel, Hauffstrasse 5,

D - 3501 Fuldatal 1. Tel° 49-561-81 81 58

D 8 K.-J. Reuther, Achim Scharf, EG-Modellversuch, Stadt Duisburg,

Amt 51-02, Niederstr. 7, D - 4100 Duisburg 1.

Tel° 49-203 283 44 35

F 9 P. Chauvet, Direction des Lykes (Dtc4), Hinistere de

l'Education Nationale, 107 rue de Grenelle, F - 75007 Paris

Tel' 33-1-45 50 11 16

F 11 Nine C. Earlier, hirdstere de l'Education nationale, (DLC6)

107 rue de Grenelle, F - 75007 Paris, Tel' 33-1-45 50 03 45
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GR 13 Ms D. ScavdL, FEME - SEP, 6 Manzarou Street,

GR - Athens, Attiki. Tel° 30-1-360 07 86

GR 15 A. Ealofolias, 15 Mitropoleos Street,

GR - 10185 Athens, Attiki. Tel° 30-1-323 23 19

IRL 16 T. Crooks, CDVEC Curriculum Development Unit, 23 Westland Raw,

Trinity College, IRL - Dublin 2. Tel° 353-1-60 24 33

IRL,17 Ms M. O'Riordan, Curriculum Development Centre, V.E.C., Island

House, Cathedral Square, IRL - Galway. Tel° 353-91-622 66

IRL 18 3. Gleeson, Curriculum Development Centre, St. Patrick's

Comprehensive School, IRL - Shannon, Co. Clare.

Tel° 353-61-361878

I 19a F. Latefla, Via Petrillina Diramazione I 21,

I - 89100 Reggio Calabria. Tel' 39-965-33 16 50

121b L. Iarinuzzi, Provveditorato agli Studi di Avellino,

Via de Renzi,

I - 83100 Avellino. Tel' 39-825-250 40

I 22a E. Farrari, Provveditorato agli St' di di Perna,

Via Halms° 100, I - 41100 Modena. Tel° 39-59-33 53 35

NL 24 Ms. Hinka de Graaf, COA Zeeland, Postbus 2034,

NL - 4460 MA Goes. Tel° 31-1100-305 48

NL 25 P. Sabings, CEOLFdjndelta, Postbus 21813,

NL - 3001 AV Rotterdam. Tel° 31-10-433 17 44
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UK 27 Ms K. August, ACS Project Office, Manchester Polytechnic,

Brook House, Hathersage Road, GB =. Manchester M13 05A.

Tel° 44-61-224 9600

UK 28 Ms E. Lennie, Glenwood Secondary School, 147 Castlemilk Drive,

GB - Glasgow G45 9UG, Scotland. Tbl° 44-41-634 9367

UK 29 A. Bell, PREP, Radnor College of Further Education,

Llandrindo3Wells, GB - Powys ID1 5ES. Tel° 44-597-4407

UK 30 L. Lewis, Project Office, Cliftawille Middle School,

Cliftorrvi] le Priad, GB - Northamtal NN1 5BW.

Tel°44-604-28853



"Innovations"

"Innovations", a series of four-page profiles of new developments on curri-

culum, guidance, aspects of co-operation, provision for the disadvantaged,

teacher training, and the improvement of opportunities for girls. Each pro-

file summarises a significant development, innovation or project relevant

to the needs of young people in their transition years (ages 14-18) and is

available in all the nine official languages of the European Ccrmunity.

The series is continuing. The list here shows the titles to be available at

the end of 1987.

Innovations are included in this paper, for their suitability as

illustrations of new developments in education for young people in

secondary education, in European Community countries; and because

they may provide useful starting points for discussion for meetings

of parents and parents' associations, with schools, and teachers.

Nr. 1/1987 "ENTERPRISE DEVELGPITUNT"
A one-year course in 4 sections designed for 15-18 year olds in secondary
school to develop creativity, resourcefulness, and entreereneurial skills.
Prepared in Galway, Ireland, by PIPE - the Pilot Project for the Integrated
Provision of Education, in 1986.

Nr. 2/1987 SCHOOL-COMMUNITY LINKING - GREECE
As part of the development of the "Integrated Lykeio" (unified upper -sec-
ondary school, for pupils aged 16-18) a variety of extra-T.urricular school-
community linking activities have been developed in several schools in
Greece, since 1985. The activities build on the resources of the school and
social and economic needs/opportunities in the local community, and ..mntri-
bute to the curriculum, guidance and community education.

Nr. 3/1987 WORK EXPERIENCE INTEGRATED INTO THE CURRICULUM - IRELAND
Schools in a Transition Programme pilot project in Shannon, Ireland, have
developed a group of alternative 16-18 programmes to lead to new upper-
secondary Senior National Certificates. Work experience of various kinds
is an integral part of them. Assignments, work-books, and visit-sheets are
used to link various kinds of experience of work to the subjects which. the
students are studying.
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Nr. 4/1987 SCHOOL COOPERATIVES - ITALY
Cooperatives set up in schools by young pozple are being increasingly used
in Italian 'Scuola media' (middle schools, i. e. pupils aged 11-14). They
are seen as a contribution to vocational guidance (especially in non-indus-
trialised areas) by strengthening the schools' links with the local commu-
nity; to developing students' ability to work in groups; and as a form of
practical "education for enterprise".

Nr. 5/1987 WORE:EXPERIENCE AND GUIDANCE - DENMARK
The Aalborg (Denmark) City Education Authorities adopted, in 1985. a phased
scheme for the use of work experience placements, for all pupils in the 8th,
9th and 10th years of Folkeskole (ages 14-16). The scheme is seen as an im-
portant part of the guidance function of the schools, and supporting a
gradual transition from school into further training, education or work.

Nr. 6/1987 GUIDANCE TRAINING AND COORDINATION
In order to meet better the special needs of young people arising from
youth unenuloyment and the consequent diversification of training schemes,
guidance is now being offered in several 'Lander' (States), not only in the
traditional wybyvccational counsellors from the Manpower Services, but
also by cooperation between them and school-teachers. The training provided
for them, and the process of cooperation between the two services, are des-
cribed here.

Er. 7/1987 FIELD EDITEEDENCE FOR GUIDANCE TEACHERS GREECE
"Fifth-month training" is an approach, used in Greece, to putting special-
ist guidance teachers from secondary schools in touch with industry and the
community in their region. It forms the last part of a national 5-month
training course provided for 450 selected guidance teachers in all areas of
the country since 1983. It was developed as a Pilot Project in the European
Transition Action Programme.

Nr. 8/1987 THE "YCUTHTEAM"
The Youth Team in Hvidovre (Copenhagen, Denmark) is a way of coordinating
and developing services and education/training provision for young people
aged 16+ in an inner suburb of the city. The Youth Team is drawn from the
various services whose job it is to help young people. It is strongly
client-centred, and enables young people to access the whole renge of pro-
duct services designed for them, through contact with a single person.

Nr. 9/1987 GROUP-WORK GUIDANCE NATERIAIS - FRANCE
These materials are for guidance work in groups. They are designed to help
teachers cope with young people's educational, social and vocational prob-
lems. They can be used flexibly, to meet needs as they arise, and they are
for use jointly by guidance counsellors and teachers. There are four parts;
an introductory unit and 3 covering self-awareness, knowledge of the world
of work, and planning one's future.
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Nr. 10/1987 EBUEEMISE EDUCATION IN A SPECIAL SCHOOL
A Northern Ireland secondary school for pupils with learning difficulties
introduced an "enterprise education" project, to promote initiative, inde-
pendenoe and self-confidence in the girls in its final year, aged 15-16.
The project was part of an 8-point curriculum development plan, adopted and
implemented by the school, with limited outside support, in 1984/5.

Nr. 11/1987 THE "LEARNING PLACE" - VENISSIEUX, FRANCE
The 'Lieu a(p)prendre' ("Learning-place", "Place for you to take aver") is
an informal, after-school, neighbourhood centre set up in 1984 in a disad-
vantaged area in Veniesieux, a post-war suburb of Lyon. The centre's origi-
nal aim was to reinforce students' learning in school. Its informal charac-
ter has enabled it to develop in many other ways as a meeting-place between
the school and the local community.

Nr. 12/1987 YOUTH AND CULTURE CENTRE - BERLIN
The 'Jugaml- and EUlturzentruml (Youth and CUlture Centre) enables whole
clasv's from schools in the inner-city lOramberg neighbourhood of Berlin to
spent a week on various kinds of art activities. Similar in saw ways to
"residential experience" (but not residential) the Centre uses painting,
music, theatre, etc. to stimulate yam; people's self-confidence, to give
them a taste of success and to cope better with same of the socio -economic
disadvantage fram which they suffer.

Nr. 13/1987 THE "MISSIONS LOCALES": LOCAL TASK FORCES
The 'Missions locales' (Local Task- Forces) are a network of local bodies
set up all over France since 1982 to co-ordinate, stir, 11 ate and develop
education, training and other provision for young people, especially
those 'en difficult' between the age of 16 and 25.

No. 14/1987 THE SCHOOL CONTACT COMMITTEE - AALBORG, DENMARK
The need for an effective linking structure between school and the world of
work was rat by the city of Aalborg (Denmark) in 1977 by the creation of a
"School Contact Committee for Educational and Vocational Guidance". It is
an informal body, for co-operation and action on any aspect of school-
trade/industry contact, working through the existing agencies, especially
guidance counsellors.

Nr. 15/1987 SCHOOLWORK AGENCY - MODENA, ITALY
The Modena "Agenzia Scuola-Mondo del Lavoro" (School-World of Work Agency)
is one of several school-industry linking agencies set up in pilot projects
in the second European Transition action Progrmme. The Agenzia offers ser-
vices and help to teachers in laver- secondary and upper-secondary schools,
'specially technical/commercial ones. It has created a yoath co-operative
as part of its support for entrepreneurial education.



Nr. 16/1987 "RAA" - GERMANY
Identifying and providing for the special guidance needs of young immi-
grants, has been the main function, of the local Guidance Agencies for
Migrants (Regionale Arbeitsstellen zur Forderung auslandischer Kinder and
Jugendlicher (RAA)) which have been working in cities in Northrhine-West-
phalia (Germany) since 1980. The agencies have also developed forms of
community education for the same objective.

Nr. 17/1987 INVOLVIM PATIENTS - UNITED laNGCCti
One of the aims of the Transition Programme pilot project secondary schools
in Northamptonshire (UK) was to associate parents more actively in the edu-
cation of their children, especially the parents of lower-achieving pupils.
The schools developed ways to create a new climate; to provide new kinds of
parent evenings; to bring parents into advisory groups; and to involve them
actively in curriculum activities.

Nr. 18/1987 CLASS-ROCMS'ECG: ACTIVE LEARNING - MANCHMTER
In Manchester, the Transition Programme pilot project, on developing al-
ternative curricula and active learning methods, also developed a model of
the:physical organization of the class-room which would be suited to the
changed type of pupil activity and the change in the role of the teachers
and pupil-teacher relationships. Such rooms were called "multi-skills
bases" and are described here.

Nr. 19/1987 THE CUTREACH CENTRE - DUBLIN, IRELAND
In the Outreach Centre, run by the Dublin Inner City Project, a new ap-
proach has been developed to meet the needs of disadvantaged young people.
Cranunity-based, seconi-chance programmes, are provided with social and
vocational preparation, to help them acquire independence and motivation.

Nr. 20/1987 OUTREACH YOUTH CENTRES - LUXEMBURG
Those in charge of training programmes for drop-outs from secondary school
face the task of finding and contacting their clients, and developing their
confidence and motivation sufficiently to want to take part in training.
The approach adopted in the Luxemburg Transition Programme pilot project was
to establish neighbourhood based outreach centres, staffed by specially-
trained young social workers, acting on behalf of, and with the support of,
the training, guidance, etc. services.

Nr. 21/1987 SOCIAL & VOCATIONAL SKILLS COURSE - STRATHCLYDE
A two-year course has been developed in comprehensive schools in Scotland
as part of a Transition curriculum for students age 14-16, to develop their
social and vocational skills. The course is cross-curricular, based on three
themes (roan, community and work) and uses experience-based learning. Inten-
ded learning outcomes are defined, and assessed as part of the new Scottish
Standard Grade Examination at ge 16.



Nr. 22/1987 WORK EXPERIENCE FOR TEACEERS - ZEELAND
The Zeeland Work Experience for Teachers Scheme provides short work exper-
ience opportunities for teachers from vocational schools (pupils aged
12-19) and guidance teachers in general education schools. The scheme is
now being spread to all parts c.! the Netherlands.

Nr. 23/1987 "COA" : SCHOOLrEMPLOYMENT CENTRES
A. 'Contactcentxum Onderwijs Arbeid' (cam) or School-Employment Liaison
Centre, has been set up since 1982 in each of the 12 Dutch provinces. They
are an important part of the government's efforts to bridge the gap between
school and the world of work. Their main fields of activity are : informa-
tion; the coordination of guidance; and the improvement of work experience
schemes.

Nr. 24/1987 SCHOOL, CONMUNTTY & ENVIRONMENT - UNITED KINGDOM
Secondary schools serving scattered villags communities are a major poten-
tial resource for them. The Northamptonshire pilot project developed ways
to enable students to learn by working in the community alongside adults,
and at the same time strenthen the schools' contribution to their local
communities and their environment.

Nr. 25/1987 SCHOOL AND "IERRITORIO' - RE) CALABRIA
The developent of schools' links with their 'territorio' (local area) has
been the main strategy used in the European Community's Transition Programme
pilot project in the south Italian province of Reggio Calabria. 'Territorio'
studies contribute to many subjects, as well as enriching personal and so-
cial education and guidance; stimulating enterprise education; and emphasi-
sing the role of the schools in their local community.

Nr. 26/1987 GUIDANCE COURSE- THE NETHERLANDS
The Transition Programme pilot project in Rotterdam (Netherlands) developed
a 12-week "Introduction to the world of work" course to give students in
secondary education (between the ages i4 & 18) a broad understanding of the
world of work and help them make career choices. The course inclnr1c a one-
week work experience placement and calls for the pupils' subject teachers
to contribute to its preparation and follow-up stages.

Nr. 27/1987 CURRICUILIM COORDINATORS - MANCHESTER, UNITED KINGDOM
Between 1983 and 1987, the Manchester Education Authority (United Kingdom),
as part of a pilot project in the second European Transition Programme,
provided an additional member of staff in seven secondary schools to coor-
dinate curriculum development ani other in-school activities for new ap-
proaches to teaching and learning for pupils between the ages of 14 and 16.
The coordinators' role was a key factor in the success of the project.
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Nr. 28/1987 "WRITING TEAS" - MANCHESTER
The Alternative Curriculum Strategies (ACS) Transition Programme pilot pro-

ject in Manchester used "writing team" weekends as a device to crystallise
the experience of their project schools on selected themes. The meetings
produced teaching materials for use in staff development activities. The
procedure solved a problem felt by many projects, namely how to identify
the key factors for success is an innovation, and express and record them
in a form in which they can be transmitted to a wider audience.

Nr. 29/1987 TRAINING FOR LOCAL NEEDS - 3ELGIUM
Established to develop new sandwich-type courses for low - qualified young
unemployed school-leavers, a pilot project in the 2 Provinces of Limburg
and West Flanders has pioneered new methods of course-marketing and coop-
eration between vocational training and firms ; and trained/r -trained
nearly 600 students in four years, on tailor-made courses.

Nr. 30/1987 SCHDOLLDECING - BADEN-WURTTEMBERG
Since 1982, all Baden - Wurttemberg 'Hauptschulen' (secondary schools provi-
ding the shortest type _of lower- secondary education, for 10-15 year olds)
have been linked with their local post-15 vocational schools, through a
system of COntact Teachers working together in COntact Groups (1FOrtakt-
kreise'). The system, has also led to greater curricultmlcomtinuity, and
cooperation in guidance, between the two types of schools, and been of help
for curricultmIdevelopment and teacher training.

Nr. 31/1987 THE "WHY NOT ,..?" COURSE - IRELAND
"My not broaden your horizons?" - a teacher's resource pack has been
developed in a EUropean Comma:2( Transition Programme pilot project in
Shannon, Ireland, to introduce girls in secondary schools (aged 31 to 15)
to a wider range of occupations and to encourage them to look:beyond
familiar stereotypes, in choosing education, training and careers.

Nr. 32/1987 TURKISH GIRLS CENTRE BERLIN

(in preparation)

Nr. 33/1987 WM:ENING GIRLS OCCUPATIONAL (MICE; - FRANCE

(in preparation)
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Nr. 34/1987 EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAMMD - MANCHESTER
In 1980, Manchester began to set up a city-wide network and programme to
promote and support gender equzaity activities in schools, colleges and the
city's education administration. The aim is to increase and maintain commit-
ment at all levels. Schools in the European Transition Programme pilot /arc,-
ject in Manchester have played an active part in it.

Nr. 35/1987 THE "GIRLS' PROGRAYAE" - CASTLEMILK, GLASGOW
The "Girls Programme" developed in the Castlemilk (Glasgow, United Kingdom)
European Transition Programme pilot project is a 4 x 1-hour course designed
to raise the awareness of 14/15 year-old girls to sex-stereotyping and its
effects on women's choice of jobs and training.

Nr. 36/1987 WORK EXPLORATION CENTRE - DUBLIN
The Dublin Work Exploration Centre was developed to support curriculum ini-
tiatives in a group of inner-city.schools aimed at developing young people's
social and vocational skills, through practical learning. The Centre also
reached young people in youth clubs, community groups and out-of-school edu-
cation programmes. Various facilities and organized programmes are avail-
able, by day and in the evening.

Nr. 37/1987 SCHOOLS, FIRMS & TRADE UNIONS
Schools are increasingly urged to develop links with business/industry.
Such collaboration needs to be two-way. Examples are given of how trade
unions and firms can develop programmes of activities to bridge the gap
with the school system from their side.

Nr. 38/1987 'APEEITSLEHRE' - GERMANY
Started in the 1960s, 'Arbeitslehre' (Teaching about the world of work) is
now included in the curriculum of the majority of pupils in Germany and
usually inclIldomc same form of work experience. There is pressure to make it
obligatory for all. A. network of local school-industry groups help teachers
provide it.

Nr. 39/1987 SCHOOLS, INDUSTRY & CURRICULUM
For many schools closing the gap between school and the world of work means
giving an infcastrial dimension to the curriculum. Various methods of doing
this can be seen. The cross-curriculum approach, in which teachers in sev-
eral subjects collaborate for this purpose, is described here.
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